
 
 
 
SHARE YOUR WORK – Submit your abstract ~ Deadline is the 15th January 2016 
Many of you are working on - or will have worked on - research proposals during your professional qualification 
under-graduate/post-graduate studies.  Some of you might even have been able to follow through on such 
proposals and completed a research project.  Why not share some of this work at IALP World Congress 
2016?   
If so, there are two main ways you can do this: 
  

1.    For project proposals (i.e. those pieces of work that were written up as proposals but do not have 
actual data included and analysed), why not submit an abstract that could be considered for a poster 
presentation?  
It will be important how you phrase the title of abstract so that reviewers and your potential audience 
understand that it is being presented as a research design, a literature review or a description of a 
methodology and not as a completed research project.  

 
Below are some examples of how you might phrase your abstract titles: 
- Exploring speech sound disorders in bilingual children: A research proposal.  
- Understanding communication in Landau Kleffner Syndrome: A literature review.  
- Analysing the communication networks of adults with dementia: Methodological challenges. 

You can follow the guidelines as outlined online. Remember to choose ‘poster’ when submitting.  

2.    For completed projects (i.e. those including data/ data analysis/ results/findings/ conclusions etc.) – 
why not submit an abstract based on your project for consideration for a poster or an oral presentation?   
You can follow the guidelines as outlined online. 

  
As a student or recent graduate, ensure you take this opportunity to share your work on a global platform at 
the World Congress IALP 2016.    
. 

 Any questions or unsure whether to submit? Please read the FAQs(Frequently Asked Questions), 
discuss your ideas with your local University supervisor or contact the scientific committee.  

 Abstracts are accepted until the 15th January 2016, but start developing it online now. 
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